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MIT professors earn
$185,900 on average
Institute pays female and male full
professors more equally than peers
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Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel delivered the keynote address for the Center for Advanced Urbanism’s Scaling Infrastructure conference at the Media Lab on Thursday, April 10.
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New GSC executives
to take office in May
News Editor

The Graduate Student Council
elected a new set of executive officers last Wednesday, including President-elect John Kendall Nowocin G.
They will assume office in May.
In an interview, they emphasized
the GSC’s role as an advocate for
the interests of graduate students,
such as the housing, childcare, and
financial needs of graduate student
families.
The current GSC recently announced that it had negotiated an
average 4 percent increase in the

graduate-student stipend, set to take
effect in the Fall term. In the 20132014 academic year, doctoral students received stipends in a range
centered at around $32,000.
Reelected Vice President Francesco Bellei G, Secretary-elect Chris
D. Aakre G, and Treasurer-elect
Shabnam R. Ardakani G also said
they wanted to foster a stronger
sense of community among graduate students through events, student
groups, and participation in the
GSC.
“We definitely know that there
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On average, full MIT professors make $12,200 less than their
counterparts at peer institutions. Full female professors at MIT
earn the same as their male colleagues.
Source: Chronicle of Higher Education

Infographic by Anthony Yu

On Wednesday, Dennis Freeman PhD ’86, the Dean for Undergraduate Education, announced
in an email to the undergraduate
community that a new process
for enrolling in Communication
Intensive HASS (CI-H/HW) subjects has been established. This
new enrollment tool will replace
the HASS-D Lottery as a means
for selecting CI-H/HW subjects.
The Faculty Subcommittee
on the Communication Requirement (SOCR) has designed the
new process in order to maximize
the number of students who receive their first choice when selecting CI-H/HW subjects. When
pre-registration begins on May 1,

current students may submit two
primary choices for these subjects, as well as two alternatives
for each choice. Students may
also choose to place themselves
on waitlists.
In order to help departments
earlier determine the number of
sections needed, the deadline
for making these selections will
be June 16. This earlier deadline
has been put in place to provide
more students with their topchoice subjects; departments will
be able to add or delete classes
according to responses from students during pre-registration. Af-
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The newly elected officers of the Graduate Student Council, from
left to right, are reelected Vice President Francesco Bellei, Presidentelect John Kendall Nowocin, Treasurer-elect Shabnam Raayai Ardakani,
and Secretary-elect Chris Aakre.
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How much do full professors make?

Graduate Student Council seeks to
advocate for, engage grad students
By Leon Lin

A recent survey of U.S. research
universities found that faculty salaries increased 0.7 percent this academic year, the first increase since
2009.
The report was released by the
American Association of University
Professors, which based its findings
on the results of the its annual survey
of full-time faculty compensation.
Professors, associate professors,
assistant professors, and instructors
all saw an increase this academic year.
The report points out, however, that
even though “all the figures are positive this year, meaning that salaries

rose on average… that is certainly not
the case at every institution.”
At MIT, full professors saw an increase of 4.0 percent on average, associate professors 3.8 percent, and
assistant professors 4.5 percent. The
average instructor, however, saw a 2.1
percent decrease in salary. The report
also revealed improved gender pay
equality at MIT.
The report ranked MIT’s salaries
tenth highest among U.S. colleges surveyed. The average 2013-2014 salary
for full professors at MIT is $185,900.
Columbia University topped the report’s list, paying full professors an
average of $264,500 annually. Stan-
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In Short

Tickets for SpringFest 2014
are still available online! Tickets are $15 for MIT students
and $20 for MIT affiliates. This
year’s concert features music groups Capital Cities and
Flosstradamus.
Balfour will be in Lobby 10
next Monday, April 14 and Tuesday, April 15 from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. Stop by for any servicing
issues or new Brass Rat orders.
Freshmen must declare a
major by Friday, April 25. Students may also declare UND
(Undesignated Sophomore) on
the Choice of Major form.
Send news information and
tips to news@tech.mit.edu.
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Group says it has raised over
$1.7 million for Hillary Clinton
Ready for Hillary, the independent group devised to build
support for Hillary Rodham Clinton’s potential 2016 presidential campaign, said Thursday that it had brought in 22,000 new
donors and raised more than $1.7 million in the three-month
period that ended March 31.
The group aims to build grass-roots support with small donations solicited over the Internet, which was something of a
struggle during Clinton’s 2008 presidential bid. But it said that
98 percent of the contributions in the first three months of the
year were for $100 or less, and 9,500 donations were for $20.16,
a popular option at Ready for Hillary’s events nationwide.
Clinton’s supporters are hoping to build a campaign-ready
infrastructure and donor base should she decide to run. Fundraising efforts have recently picked up, with Ready for Hillary
and Priorities USA, the so-called super PAC that supported
President Barack Obama, asking major donors for tens of thousands of dollars for a campaign that does not even exist. One of
Clinton’s donation bundlers, who did not want to be quoted by
name talking about the recent efforts, said many of the biggest
donors from her 2008 campaign will not became fully involved
until Clinton makes a formal announcement.
Ready for Hillary has said its goal is to focus on small contributions. The group has put a $25,000 limit on donations and
has raised more than $5.75 million since it began operations
shortly after Clinton left the State Department in February 2013.
Ready for Hillary said it would shut down if Clinton announced her intentions to run and would be likely to ask donors to transfer their support to the official campaign.
—Amy Chozick, The New York Times

BMW recalls 156,000 vehicles
with 6-cylinder engines
BMW is recalling about 156,000 vehicles equipped with
6-cylinder engines because a defect could cause stalling or engine damage, the automaker said in a news release Thursday.
BMW said “in very rare cases the bolts holding the variable
camshaft timing (VANOS) unit housing may become loose or,
in extreme cases, break.” In such cases, the driver would be
alerted by a check-engine warning light. Power to the engine
could be reduced and “if ignored, the problem can become
progressively worse, eventually leading to no-start conditions,
stalling and engine damage.”
The models affected by the recall are the 1 Series, 3 Series, 5
Series, 5 Series Gran Turismo, X3, X5, X6 and Z4 from the 201012 model years, as well as the 2012 6 Series.
The automaker is not aware of any accidents related to the
problem, David Buchko, a spokesman for BMW, said in an
email.
—Christopher Jensen, The New York Times
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Prosecutor describes Pistorius
as self-centered and bullying
By Alan Cowell
and Dan Bilefsky
The New York Times

After a day of intense courtroom
confrontation and emotion, the
athlete Oscar Pistorius returned to
the stand for a fourth straight day
on Thursday to face new questions
from a dogged prosecutor intent on
depicting him as narcissistic, selfcentered and bullying, so intent on
self-gratification that he ignored the
feelings of the dead woman’s family.
“It’s all about I, it’s all about Mr.
Pistorius,” the state prosecutor, Gerrie Nel, told the athlete, challenging
him to explain why he had used the
first day of his testimony on Monday
to offer an apology to Steenkamp’s
family. “You never thought about
them. You never thought how they
would feel,” Nel said.
“You are not sorry that you killed
their daughter,” Nel said.
“I’m terribly sorry that I took
the life of their daughter,” Pistorius
replied. In the public gallery, June
Steenkamp, the victim’s mother,
looked on impassively.
Going through telephone messages between the couple line by
line, Nel pointed to one in which
Pistorius had mocked her for making “annoying” accents. In one exchange, he told her to stop chewing
gum in public.
“You picked on her incessantly,”
Nel said. “It’s all about you,” he said
repeatedly. “It’s all about Mr. Pistorius. That is what your relationship
was all about.” He added: “Reeva believed you treated her very badly.”
“Apart from ‘I miss you,’ boo hoo
hoo, you never wrote a long message saying how you felt about her,”
Nel said. “Your messages were only

about you.”
Pistorius, 27, has denied a charge
of premeditated murder, which carries a minimum 25-year jail term,
saying he shot Steenkamp, 29, by
mistake, believing an intruder at
his home was about to attack him
when he fired four rounds from a
handgun through a locked bathroom
door while she was inside. Pistorius,
a double amputee track star who
competes on scythe-like prosthetic
blades and who is the world’s bestknown disabled athlete, faced Nel for
the first time Wednesday. The prosecutor’s tactics have earned him the
nickname “the pit bull.”
The trial, in the South African
capital, Pretoria, is being broadcast
live, although Pistorius is kept offcamera under an earlier court ruling
From the start, Nel set a pugnacious
tone, challenging Pistorius to take
responsibility for the killing, goading him in an attempt to undermine
his composure and producing video
images that showed him blasting a
head-size watermelon with highpowered ammunition.
Then, in a move that brought
gasps to the courtroom, Nel taunted Pistorius with a photograph of
the bloodied, shot-open head of
Steenkamp.
“That’s it — have a look, Mr. Pistorius!” the prosecutor said as Pistorius sat, stunned, in the witness box,
seeming to crumple in on himself.
“I know you don’t want to, because
you don’t want to take responsibility,
but it’s time that you look at it. Take
responsibility for what you’ve done,
Mr. Pistorius.”
But the runner refused to look.
“I’m tormented by what I saw and
felt that night,” he said. “As I picked
Reeva up, my fingers touched her

Decisions,
decisions,
decisions.
Congratulations on your recent MIT acceptance CPW attendees. We like it here and think
you will too. Before you’re back on campus in August, you’ll have a million decisions to make
like where to live?, what classes to take?, when to do laundry?, where to eat? and a few others.
Where to bank is really already answered.
With a complete line of financial services, easy-to-use mobile banking apps, on-campus
branches and 24/7 access, MIT Federal Credit Union makes banking easy! When you officially
become a member of the MIT Class of 2018, you can become a member at MITFCU too. With
that, you can cross at least one thing off your to-do list!
Experience a higher degree of banking.
Call: 617-253-2845 | Click: mitfcu.org | Visit: Cambridge: 700 Technology Square (NE48); Student Center (W20-116)
Federally insured by NCUA

head. I remember. I don’t have to
look at a picture. I was there.”
After the hours of cross-examination, Pistorius seemed drained but
Nel left him in no doubt that there
was more to come. “I’m not going to
go away,” the prosecutor told the athlete. True to his word, Nel dwelled
at length Thursday on social media
messages between Pistorius and
Steenkamp, returning repeatedly to
the assertion that, in his relationship
with Steenkamp, “It’s all about Mr.
Pistorius.”
“Part of me was jealous and insecure,” Pistorius said.
Nel was apparently seeking to
neutralize the effort of earlier testimony in which Pistorius depicted his
relationship with Steenkamp, a law
graduate, model and budding reality
TV star, as warm and loving. Instead,
reading line-by-line from messages
taken from their cellphones, he depicted Pistorius as a man who found
fault with Steenkamp and persistently blamed others for mishaps.
Nel said he found the words “I
love you” only twice in text messages
on Steenkamp’s phone, both times
addressed to her mother. “Never to
you and you never to her,” the prosecutor told Pistorius, accusing him of
treating her badly, then apologizing.
Apart from the murder charge,
Pistorius also faces charges related
to possessing firearms, and the prosecution has sought to portray him as
reckless and trigger-happy. In one
case, he is accused of shooting a
gun out of the open sunroof of a car.
In another, he is accused of firing a
handgun in a busy restaurant.
Pistorius told the court that he
was a gun enthusiast who had grown
up in a family where his parents had
guns.
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In response, the FBI conducted
an assessment of Tsarnaev, the least
invasive of its three types of investigations, and found nothing to
substantiate the information. The
Russians declined at least two requests from the FBI for additional
information they may have had on
Tsarnaev.
But after the bombings, the Russians shared with the FBI information about a phone conversation
they had intercepted between Tsarnaev and his mother in which the
two discussed jihad.
In the course of its investigation, the inspector general’s office
found “no basis to make broad
recommendations for changes in
information handling or sharing,”
but it said there were “some areas in
which existing policies or practices
could be clarified or improved.”
In a letter to the inspectors
general, the FBI director, James B.
Comey, said the review “confirmed
that when Russian authorities provided limited information to the
F.B.I. about Tamerlan Tsarnaev and
his mother in 2011, the F.B.I. acted
appropriately.”

Minnesota lawmakers vote to
raise base wage

Student stabs 21 people at a high
school outside Pittsburgh

By Kathryn Materna
STAFF METEorologist

As MIT welcomes hundreds
of high school seniors and their
families to campus for Campus
Preview Weekend, the “weather
machine” is mostly being cooperative in honor of the event.
Conditions will be especially
nice for Saturday and Sunday of
this weekend as a high pressure
settles in. We will see mostly
sunny conditions for the weekend and temperatures in the
low 60s.

Today, a weak cold front is
moving across our area, bringing with it the chance for rain
showers. The greatest chance
of rain is early Friday night,
with less than a tenth of an
inch of rain expected. For this
front, the major weather models disagree on the amount and
placement of rainfall, so it’s uncertain when we will see rain,
if at all. But the models agree
that by daytime Saturday, high
pressure will set in for the rest
of the weekend and conditions
should be dry.
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Extended forecast:
Today: Cloudy with a high of 63°F (17°C). Winds from the
southeast at 15 mph, with gusts to 25 mph. Chance of
rain.
Tonight: Low of 46°F (7°C). Calm winds. Showers possible
before 9PM.
Tomorrow: Partly sunny with a high of 61°F (16°C). Winds
from the northeast at 5-10 mph.
Sunday: Sunny with a high of 65°F (18°C).
Monday: Partly sunny with a high of 72°F (22°C).
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As classes began at a high school
in suburban Pittsburgh on Wednesday morning, a 16-year-old student
walked through the hallway stabbing and slashing students with two
large knives, the authorities said.
By the time the student was tackled by an assistant principal, he had
stabbed 20 students and a security
guard and sent students running
from the school, officials said. At
least four of the students had serious wounds to the abdomen and
torso but were expected to survive.
The suspect, Alex Hribal, was
treated for cuts to his hand at a hospital before he was taken into custody. He was charged Wednesday
with four counts of attempted homicide, 21 counts of aggravated assault and one count of possessing a
prohibited weapon on school prop-

A friend took her hand, and they
went running out of the school. In a
parking lot outside, Lazor said, she
saw many bloody students with injuries to the abdomen and arms.
On Wednesday evening, at least
four victims remained in critical
condition, hospital officials said.
One of the most seriously injured
was a 17-year-old male student who
was stabbed in the torso, just barely
missing his heart, doctors at University of Pittsburgh Medical Center said at a news conference. Doctors said they were hopeful that the
student, who was on life support,
would survive.
At a news conference Wednesday evening, Chief Thomas Seefeld
of the Murrysville Police Department said the attack had lasted
about five minutes. The student
was confronted by a school security
guard, but the guard was unable to
subdue him and was stabbed in the
abdomen.
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The New York Times

erty, according to the Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette.
The attack at Franklin Regional
High School in Murrysville, Pa., a
suburb about 20 miles east of Pittsburgh, began shortly after 7 a.m.,
officials said. The teenager stabbed
students with two knives that were
8 to 10 inches long, the police said.
The police said they were investigating whether the student might
have been bullied, but they said
they did not have concrete evidence
of it.
A sophomore, Cameron Lazor,
said she saw the 16-year-old student
stab four students, including one
teenager who was slashed in the
arm as he tried to protect two classmates. The teenager had a “serious
look” in his eye as he passed her in
the hallway, she said.
“It seemed like he was targeting
some people,” she said. “But anyone
who got in his way, he was hurting
them too.”
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By Emma G. Fitzsimmons
and Timothy Williams

Minnesota lawmakers voted to raise the minimum wage on
Thursday, making it the fifth state to raise base wages this year
with midterm elections approaching.
While an effort by President Barack Obama to increase the federal minimum wage has stalled in Congress, action has turned to
the states. And in places like Minnesota, where Democrats have
control of the state capital, the issue is seen as one that will appeal
to voters in fall contests. Lawmakers in Connecticut, Delaware,
Maryland and West Virginia have approved minimum-wage increases this year.
In St. Paul, legislators decided to increase the wage to $9.50 an
hour from $6.15 by 2016 for large employers. The state’s current
rate is below the federal minimum wage and among the lowest in
the country. The House approved the bill, 71-60. A day earlier, the
Senate passed it, 35-31. Gov. Mark Dayton, a Democrat seeking reelection in November, has said he will sign the measure Monday.
“When the minimum wage is so low, it’s really hard to work
your way up that economic ladder,” state Rep. Erin Murphy, the
House majority leader, said, advocating for the wage increase on
the House floor Thursday. “You get stuck because you can’t make
ends meet. You can’t make your way out.”
During a sharp debate that split along party lines, Republicans
portrayed the wage increase as one more in a list of policies from
the majority Democrats that have harmed the state’s economy in
the last two years. The change is expected to affect about 350,000
Minnesota residents, state officials said. It raises wages in a gradual way over two years, and would allow increases for inflation
after that. While Minnesota’s rate is currently below the federal
minimum wage of $7.25 an hour, many workers now receive the
federal base rate.
—Monica Davey, The New York Times
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WASHINGTON — Federal law
enforcement and intelligence agencies “generally shared information
and followed procedures appropriately” in their investigation of
Tamerlan Tsarnaev and his brother,
Dzhokhar, in the years leading up to
the Boston Marathon bombing, but
they should have more closely scrutinized Tamerlan when he returned
to the United States from Dagestan
in 2012, according to a report by the
inspector general for the intelligence community that was released
Thursday.
According to the report, the Russian government withheld some
information about Tamerlan Tsarnaev, who was killed in a shootout
with the police after the bombing
last April, despite requests from
the FBI. The agent who conducted
the FBI’s initial investigation of
Tsarnaev in 2011, the report said,
could have done a more thorough
assessment.
“With respect to the F.B.I.’s prebombing investigation, we conclud-

ed that the F.B.I. made investigative
judgments based on information
known at the time and that were
within the legal framework governing its ability to gather intelligence
and conduct investigations,” it said.
“We believe it is impossible to know
what would have happened had different judgments been made.”
The report was released by the
Office of the Intelligence Community Inspector General, which oversees 17 agencies. The inspectors
general for the Justice Department,
the Homeland Security Department and the CIA also contributed
to it.
Much of the report focused on
how the agencies handled information about Tsarnaev that was
provided to the FBI by the Russian
government in March 2011.
According to the FBI, Russian officials reported that Tsarnaev “was
a follower of radical Islam and a
strong believer” and that he “had
changed drastically since 2010 as he
prepared to leave the United States
for travel to the country’s region
to join unspecified underground
groups.”
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UNITED NATIONS — The Security Council on Thursday voted
unanimously to send 12,000 peacekeepers authorized to do whatever necessary to protect civilians in the Central African Republic,
where a vicious sectarian conflict has effectively partitioned the
country into Christian and Muslim swaths and left a trail of gruesome killings.
France, which wrote the resolution, has said it will keep its
2,000-member force in the Central African Republic, a former
French colony, until the new peacekeeping force can be deployed
in full. How long that will take remains unclear, as does the question of how capable the troops will be of protecting civilians without abusing them.
Peacekeepers from neighboring Chad pulled out from the
Central African Republic this month after some of them were accused of shooting civilians in a busy market in the capital, Bangui.
Many of the roughly 5,000 African Union peacekeeping troops in
the country now could be incorporated into the U.N. peacekeeping mission.
The resolution calls for 10,000 soldiers and nearly 2,000 police
officers. Rights groups that have been pressing the United Nations
to take a more assertive role in the crisis welcomed its passage.
Rare for a U.N. mission, due to start in September, the peacekeepers are additionally authorized to support law and order in
the country, at a time when Central African Republic’s police and
court system have basically collapsed. They are also supposed to
monitor human rights abuses and help the national authorities arrest war criminals.
The Central African Republic is a signatory to the treaty that created the International Criminal Court, which has already opened
an investigation into atrocities in the course of the conflict. “Justice
is necessary to the process. Impunity led us to where we are now,”
its foreign minister, Toussaint Kongo-Doudou, told reporters after
the Security Council vote.
—Somini Sengupta, The New York Times
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By Michael S. Schmidt

U.N. to send peacekeepers to
Central African Republic
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Housing system makes expanding our comfort zones more difficult
By Anne Cai
Senior editor

MIT, like most universities, is fond of
promoting the diversity of its student body.
We define diversity in a broad sense:
ethnicity, race, geography, socioeconomic
status, gender, culture, religion, and even
hobbies and interests. In the MIT Admissions Wiki (edited “largely by current students and recent graduates”) and MIT Undergraduate Housing’s website, diversity’s
primary benefit is framed as increasing
the likelihood that a given student will feel
included and have a wide range of people
and places to choose from such that they
can be comfortable.
However, by seeking out people and settings we are comfortable with, we miss out
on experiences that would make us more
understanding of those with backgrounds
different from our own. Over a third of
respondents in the 2013 Undergraduate
Alumni Survey reported that their undergraduate experience prepared them to
understand social problems “less than adequately” or “very poorly.” Complacency
can cause us to not take advantage of the
diversity we are so proud to cultivate.
This isn’t to say that we can’t learn anything from the friends we make naturally
and comfortably. But we learn so much
more from people who are most different
from us — the ones we would not have met
if we didn’t push ourselves out of our comfort zones.
Taken as a whole, the MIT undergraduate population is indeed quite diverse, but
we tend to self-select into social circles
based on commonalities. Cultural student
groups tend to be nearly homogeneous;
we naturally only join sports teams, activities, or cause-based student groups if we
share those interests; we work on problem
sets with people studying similar subjects;
and we get to know people whose lifestyles
are similar to ours.
This self-selection is by no means
unique to MIT. But it is amplified by our
ability to largely choose the people we live
with.
According to statistics provided by the
Division of Student Life, as of Fall 2013, 37.3
percent of Next House residents are Asian
as opposed to only 26.7 percent among all
undergraduates. While 36.9 percent of undergraduates are white, that number is 51.1
percent for Random Hall and 46.8 percent
for East Campus. All houses included, 38.9

percent of New House residents are underrepresented minorities (URMs identified
as American Indian or Alaskan Native,
Black or African American, Hispanic or Latino, and Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific
Islander), while the figure is only 24.3 percent overall. By primary major, 6.8 percent
of all undergraduates are Course 18 (Mathematics), but among dorms, it ranges from
3.3 percent in McCormick and 3.8 percent
in Burton-Conner, to 15.2 percent in Random. Course 6 primary majors compose
of 22.1 percent of all undergraduates, but
range from only 12.1 percent in Baker to
29.3 percent in Random.
According to The Tech’s 2010 Politics
Survey, on a scale from -2 (“very conservative”) to +2 (“very liberal”), McCormick
averages slightly below 0, while at the other
end of the spectrum, East Campus and Senior House averages around 0.7 and 0.75,
respectively.
The Tech’s 2012 Religion Survey indicated that 72 percent of McCormick respondents and 57 percent of Next House
respondents believe in a higher power/deity, while only 22 percent of East Campus
respondents did. Of course, these data are
not robust proof of self-selection, but they
are still important indicators of it.
Several of our peer institutions address
self-selection in various ways, usually
with some form of random assignment of
freshmen. Of course, what works for other
schools would not necessarily work for
MIT.
Blanket randomized housing (and
other less autonomous housing assignment methods) for freshmen have been
proposed several times throughout Institute history and abandoned every time
following strong student opposition. In the
early 1990s, students (and a Tech editorial)
opposed random assignment of freshmen,
which had been proposed in a 1989 report
by the Freshman Housing Committee.
In a 1997 open faculty forum, students
spoke strongly against a recommendation by the Committee on the First Year
Program to randomize freshman housing.
They argued that autonomy shouldn’t be
sacrificed for the sake of diversity, that the
sense of community in each dorm would
be destroyed, and that housing complaints
would increase due to students’ dissatisfaction with their residential community.
Clearly, random assignment of freshmen to dorms is not an idea that would be
readily accepted as a way to encourage stu-

dents to take advantage of MIT’s diversity.
What if there were freshman-only housing
for the first year (similar to the rescinded
1999 Ashdown proposal), after which students could choose a dorm much like the
existing housing lottery system? Dorm culture would be preserved, while drawbacks
could include a possible decrease in informative interaction with upperclassmen
and decreased choice in the first year.
Or perhaps instead of the current
ranked lottery for incoming students,
dorm preferences could be indicated as
binary values to allow for more flexibility
of assignments. Naturally, with either of
these ideas, there are, as always, individual
special circumstances to consider and the
technical difficulties of implementation
with existing dormitory buildings.
Technical difficulties aside, perhaps
these approaches are still too paternalistic
— we are, after all, autonomous adults. We
can choose what we get out of the MIT experience. Although, in hindsight, I believe
some sort of randomized housing would
have been preferable for me personally,
I’m not asking that it be used as a solution
to MIT’s self-selection issue. Rather, we
should recognize that our housing system
contributes to further self-selection, and
we should do our best in other areas of our
lives to counter this effect.
I’m asking that more of us choose to
actively learn about people different from
ourselves, that we choose to actively expand our social comfort zones, whatever
that might mean for each of us. Cultural
student groups are open to everyone:
show up to events hosted by ones you
don’t identify with and strike up a conversation instead of using the free-food-andrun tactic. Maybe even join a group, and if
you lead one, host a mixer.
If you’re a freshman in GIRs, work with
people who don’t live with you in addition
to those who do (I know they’re slightly
more convenient). Change your routine
and do something different when the pace
of MIT lets you take a breath. Direct interaction and friendship with different types
of people may be just as important to the
residential college experience as what we
learn in classes.
Take advantage of MIT’s diversity. In
the long term, it’s also — quite selfishly —
good for ourselves and our own comfort.
After all, the more we understand and empathize, the more easily we can handle the
real world.
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UPPERCUT by Steve Sullivan

Somewhere on the Search for Meaning... by Letitia Li
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Sudoku

Techdoku

Solution, page 14

9 1
8
3
2 6

Solution, page 14

3

7

120×

6

3 9
7 2 4
3
8
2 1 6
3 9
2 1
6
5
9
2
5
7 3
Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains
exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.

6×

24×

4−

480×

5

3÷

18×

10×

4×

24×

3

5

11+

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

Can You Dig It? by Bruce Venzke

Solution, page 20

ACROSS
1 Sort of sandwich
5 Liner levels
10 Boor
14 Member of la famille
15 Former Chicago mayor
16 Video streaming site
17 “Do you __?”
19 Importune
20 “Semper Fidelis” composer
21 1976 Summer Olympics site
23 Virtuoso
26 Teacup handle
27 Arizona river
30 “Do you __?”
36 Cameo material
37 Frilly, as doilies
38 Voice actor in Up
39 Extra NBA periods
40 Is germane
42 Swung weapon
43 Campus newbie
45 Labor Dept. agency
46 Burden of proof
47 “Do you __?”
49 “I Loves You Porgy” singer
50 Prosecutor’s title, perhaps
51 Shortcut key
53 Settle snugly
58 Hawaiian carvings
62 Nestling’s nose
63 “Do you __?”

66 Unadorned
67 Guanaco cousin
68 Italian 24 Down
69 Have the biggest part
70 Jazz pianist Marsalis
71 Nintendo rival
DOWN
1 Computer brains: Abbr.
2 Retired late-night host
3 Language of Pakistan
4 Lip-balm ingredient
5 Tooth pro’s deg.
6 Absorb, as a loss
7 Silent type
8 Casino game
9 New South Wales capital
10 Spanish pastries
11 Attraction
12 Gymnast Korbut
13 Cross swords with
18 Encouraging word
22 Cantina appetizers
24 Dot on a globe
25 Extreme enthusiast
27 Explode
28 Starting bars
29 Mr. Clean rival
31 Virtual currency
32 Fictitious
33 Utterly ridiculous

12×

34 Central point
35 Length of hair
40 Garden plant, for short
41 Vane direction
44 Ne’er-do-well
46 Is accommodating
48 Accomplish underhandedly
52 I-80, for one
53 Winds down

54 In good order
55 Paretsky of whodunits
56 Small compartment
57 End of some lists
59 About 2.2 pounds
60 Novel ID
61 Tarry
64 “Enough already,” in texts
65 Consists of
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Freshmen Techdoku

Solution, page 14

2×

Solution, page 14

20+

24+

120×

3×

5+

1−

60×

480×

30×

7+

72×

18+

20×

4+

11+

2×

24×

3−

3

3

3+

4

20×

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

9+

6

18×

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

Senior Techdoku
Solution, page 14

30×

31+

10+

3

144×

280×

4

280×

13+

22+

4

3

216×

24+

108×

360×

40×

2×

16×

36×

10×

7×

20+

25+

8

2−

24×

1

216×

36×

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 9 by 9 grid contains exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.

9

Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun
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MIT to mark first anniversary of Collier’s death
One year later, community memory of MIT police officer Sean Collier remains strong

The Sean A. Collier
Memorial Fund has
raised more than
$500,000, breaking
records at MIT.
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Amphibious Achievement PRESENTS...

RG - A - THON
Thursday, April 17: 11am - 6pm
Kresge Oval

Amphibious Achievement is an MIT student-run athletic and
academic mentorship program for inner-city Boston high school
students. We provide high-quality coaching in rowing and swimming
and college preparatory tutoring every Sunday morning at MIT.
The goal of the program is to empower high school students to
succeed in and out of the water.

Arts Arts Arts Arts Arts Arts Arts Arts Arts Arts Arts Arts

Arts Arts Arts arts ArTS
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Concert review

Jupiter String Quartet masterfully performs
Beethoven
MIT guest artist delivers third concert of 2013 – 2015 Beethoven Cycle
By Erika Trent
Staff Writer

Over lunch on the day of their first
Beethoven String Quartet Cycle concert,
I asked the members of the Jupiter String
Quartet what makes their string ensemble
unique. They answered that unlike many
other musical ensembles, all the instruments
in the string quartet are from the same family, meaning each voice blends uniquely with
the others. The Jupiter String Quartet’s third
Beethoven Cycle concert last Friday was dramatic validation of their answer.
The Jupiter String Quartet, formed in
2001, consists of violinists Nelson Lee and
Megan Freivogel, violist Liz Freivogel, Megan’s sister, and cellist Daniel McDonough,

Megan’s husband. The tight-knit relationship
between the four top-notch performers was
evident in the consummate coordination of
their performances. The Jupiter String Quartet has performed across the world, from
the United States to Canada, Europe, Asia,
and the Americas. As an MIT Guest Artist,
they are currently delivering a two-year-long
cycle (2013-2015) of concerts featuring six allBeethoven programs.
The Quartet’s third all-Beethoven concert was no less breathtaking than the first
two. McDonough opened the program’s first
piece, Quartet in F Major, Op. 59, No. 1, with a
warm melodic line evocative of the arrival of
spring. Underneath the welcoming melody,
Megan and Liz provided harmonic support
with repeated bouncing strokes and per-

Courtesy of jupiter string quartet

Jupiter String Quartet performed at Kresge Auditorium on April 4 as a part of The
MIT Guest Artist Series.

fect bow control. Most memorable were the
“conversations” between the instruments;
the perfect execution of the brief fugal passage, in which the performers finished each
other’s “sentences,” reflected each musician’s sensitivity to their music as a whole.
The resounding energy in their music,
for which the Jupiter String Quartet is highly
praised by many critics, was evident in the
second movement. The buoyant motif of
the scherzo reappeared many times, playful
at times, and more edgy and urgent at others. The performers’ energy was constant
throughout. By the end of the movement,
Megan had already broken one of her bow
hairs — a visible result of the musicians’ impassioned bow strokes.
After a somber, slow third movement —
memorable for the musicians’ rich vibratos
and sensuous blending of harmonies — a
virtuosic bridge by Lee led into the fourth
movement. His and Megan’s fluid runs and
crisp trills again painted vivid pictures of
spring. In the middle of the movement were
many deceptive passages that tricked listeners into thinking the piece was about to end.
While this continuously delayed ending may
have confused casual listeners, the Quartet
executed the finale of the piece with an unmistakably grand flourish.
The second and final piece that night,
Quartet in B-flat Major, Op. 130, was as much
of an emotional rollercoaster as the first
piece. This quartet, unique in that it contains
six movements instead of the conventional
four, is considered by musicians a piece that
is hard to follow. But the Jupiter String Quartet took on this challenging piece with mastery. The first movement, which alternated
between a somber march and frantic melodic outbursts, demonstrated their careful
ensemble work. The Presto showed all four
string players’ precise bow control, while the
following Andante con moto was memorable
for the whimsical pizzicato passages. Follow-

The Jupiter String
Quartet
Beethoven String Quartet
Cycle Concert III
Presented by The MIT
Guest Artist Series
Kresge Auditorium
Apr. 4, 2014

ing an elegantly embellished German dance
in the fourth movement, and a soothing fifth
movement with beautiful counterpoint,
came the final movement.
Brisk and energetic, the Finale: Allegro
featured a catchy motif that was passed back
and forth swiftly between each string instrument. Similar to the last movement of the
Quartet in F Major, the Finale had several
musical cliffhangers that kept listeners at the
edge of their seats. As the movement built up
to a wildly boisterous finale, the musicians
appeared to enjoy themselves, as evident in
their swaying body movements and several
traces of smiles.
The Jupiter String Quartet delivered two
of Beethoven’s most challenging quartets —
demanding in terms of both individual skill
and close ensemble work — with exceptional finesse. As I applauded with the standing audience at the end of the night, I knew
I would be back to hear the Jupiter String
Quartet in their next all-Beethoven program.
The Jupiter String Quartet will be performing their next three Beethoven Cycle
concerts in Kresge Auditorium on Fridays
at 8 p.m., on October 17, 2014, November 14,
2014, and April 10, 2015.

INTERVIEW

Dramashop welcomes spring with a dark
comedy
The Tech chats with actors from The Pillowman
By Grace Young
Staff Writer

Walking down the infinite corridor, you
might have noticed the slightly demonic
child on the poster for Dramashop’s latest production of The Pillowman. It’s hard
to miss, as it looks like the cover of a horror film. The Tech chatted with cast members Salvador Esparza Jr. ’14 and Adam K.
Strandberg ’14 about the production, their
experiences as actors, and their early days
in Dramashop.
TT: The poster for The Pillowman looks really scary. It’s got a kid screaming on it. What
is the play about? Is it really that horrifying?
SE: No it’s not that horrifying. The play
itself is a dark comedy. It’s actually pretty
funny.
AS: It’s about some investigations into
child murders. A writer wrote stories that are
remarkably similar to the murders, and then
a third child goes missing and people think
the writer is responsible.
TT: What do you like about the show?
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Options
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SE: Everything.
AS: The main thing I love is working with
Janet Sonenberg, a member of the Theater
Arts faculty, and my amazing castmates. On
top of that, it can be fun to work with such
dark material.
It’s so far from your ordinary day to day
life. You deal with this dark horrible stuff,
then once the show’s over you can go home. I
play the lead detective on the case. It’s fun as
an actor to be completely in control of the situation. There’s a rush you get from that, from
being able to bend people to your will. And I
have a nice fucking suit. I love my costume.
SE: I feel the same way. Working with Janet has been an amazing experience. I was
originally hesitant to accept the role because
I play Michal, a victim of childhood torture
who’s grown up physically, but not mentally.
Telling any more would spoil the story. It’s
been exciting to explore the material and
convey what’s humorous about it.
TT: What challenges did you face putting
on this production?
SE: The time scale. We put this together

Tools

Im-Python

Python

in 32 days, form the 1st rehearsal to opening
night. We are also working with a lot of technical challenges.
AS: For example, there are really elaborate lighting and sound schemes during the
very fantastical telling of the writer’s stories
that involve a lot of tech, and blood. It’s a
huge honor to work with the technical staff,
like Kent Barrett, who came to MIT this year
from working with major companies in NYC.
TT: When and why did you join
Dramashop?
AS: We did our first show together our
freshman year: Too Much Light Makes the
Baby Go Blind. That was a collection of skits.
Why did I join? I’ve done tons of theater
here with a number of groups. This is my
18th production at MIT! I like Dramashop
in particular because there’s a huge range
of work that we do: everything from Euripides to Chekhov to modern playwrights like
McDonagh.
SE: I joined because I’ve done theater
since 8th grade and I needed an outlet on
campus. It’s a great opportunity as an actor

The Pillowman
MIT Dramashop
Written by Martin
McDonagh
Directed by Janet
Sonenberg
April 10 – 12, and 17 – 19 at
7:30 p.m.
to work with different realms of theatrical
experience.
TT: You’re both seniors. What advice do
you have for freshmen?
SE: Do theatre. You’ll find a fantastic
community on campus who will really support you through your MIT experience.
You’ll develop so much as an actor. If you’ve
never given it a shot, don’t hesitate. It’ll
change your life.

Help

import new_skills
def learnMarketableJobSkills():
return linux, OSX, javascript, applescript, perl, python
if you.interest == True:
print "E-mail join@tech.mit.edu"

----:----F1 joinTechno.py

(Python)--L1--Top-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Quality and quantity

Mistral offers delightful French cuisine
By Rex Lam
Staff Writer

Dine Out Boston, formerly Restaurant
Week, took place this year on March 16 – 21
and 23 – 28. Even though the second half of
the citywide event coincided with spring
break, the two-week celebration is a great
chance for students to try out some high-end
restaurants at slightly more affordable prices.
After perusing the slew of menus on the
Dine Out Boston website, I decided to check
out Mistral, a French/New American restaurant located in the Back Bay. The restaurant

is a short walk from the Prudential Center
and has a relatively unimpressive and easyto-miss façade. When I walked in, I immediately noticed the high ceilings and the
beige and lime green décor. There is also a
lounge area near the entrance, presumably
for larger groups that the small bar cannot
accommodate. Overall, the restaurant felt
laid-back and modern.
Normally, restaurants restrict their Dine
Out Boston menus to a three-course meal and
offer two to three choices for each course. To
my surprise, my waiter informed me that the
chef had prepared additional choices for the

Courtesy of mistral

The Back Bay-located restaurant Mistral offers a sophisticated atmosphere and
delicious meals.

first two courses. Thus, instead of choosing
among Caesar salad, beef sirloin carpaccio,
and mushroom bisque, I ended up ordering
salmon tartare with guacamole for my appetizer. The dish was shaped like a crab cake,
with salmon on top and guacamole on the
bottom. I was very impressed with the appetizer. The fresh salmon was cut into perfectly
sized bits, and the strong flavor of the guacamole complemented the fish well. Moreover,
the portion was large. At some high-end restaurants, this salmon tartare could have been
the entrée.
Likewise, I passed on the listed choices for
my entrée, which included chicken breast,
sirloin, salmon, and braised pork, and chose
the half roasted duck with mushroom risotto
instead. Once again, the portion was surprisingly huge. I could not remember the last
time I had eaten half a duck by myself. The
skin was golden and the meat was very tender. Furthermore, the risotto and kumquat
were welcome sides. Although I found the
duck delicious, my favorite part of the entrée
was the thick, hearty sauce that worked perfectly with both the duck and the risotto.
By the time desserts came, I was honestly
full. Still, I wanted to try the profiteroles with
milk chocolate ice cream. As it turned out,
the outside of the profiteroles was slightly
salty, while the ice cream inside was very
rich and sweet. I think I would have preferred smaller profiteroles with dark chocolate ice cream.
At the end of the day, I left Mistral very

Mistral
223 Columbus Ave, Boston
Phone number: 617-8679300
Sunday: 10:30 a.m. – 2 p.m.,
5:30 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
Monday – Thursday: 5:30
p.m. – 10 p.m.
Friday – Saturday: 5:30 p.m.
– 11:30 p.m.
satisfied with both the quality and the quantity of the food. It is sometimes the case that
expensive restaurants offer such small portions that the prices are hardly justified. This
is not the case for Mistral. The most impressive part of the meal was that I never wanted
to stop despite the large portions. Good restaurants make dishes that bring out different flavors and surprises with each bite, and
I think Mistral definitely accomplished this.
All in all, this dinner at Mistral was my
favorite Dine Out Boston experience so far,
and I recommend everyone to give it a try.
Prices are normally steep, but Mistral might
very well participate in future Dine Out Boston events. If so, be sure to make a reservation early.

MOVIE REVIEW

The return of the blue macaw

For people with kids, few options can top Rio 2, which even has laughs for parents
By Roberto Perez-Franco
Staff Writer

If you liked Rio, you absolutely have to
watch Rio 2. The first movie was great, but
its sequel is nothing short of extraordinary.
Honestly, I do not think an animated comedy — when constrained to have a blue macaw as its main character — can get any better than this. I took my whole family to see it,
and we had a blast!
Rio 2 takes over where the first movie
ended: a rare blue macaw, Blu (Jesse Eisenberg) has finally found a significant other,
Jewel (Anne Hathaway). The pair and their
three little ones are widely believed to be the
last of an otherwise extinct species.
When a serendipitous discovery in the
depths of the Brazilian jungle suggests there
may be other blue macaws living in the wild,
Jewel takes the whole family and a group of
close friends in a quest to heart of the Amazon, to find her roots. Besides the obstacles
that nature throws in their way, the gang also
has to deal with the machinations of Blu’s
nemesis, the Machiavellian cockatoo Nigel
(Jemaine Clement), and his unconditional
sidekick, Gabi (Kristin Chenoweth), a poisonous pink frog.
For children, Rio 2 works like a spell.
My five year old daughter was absorbed

throughout the whole movie — and it is
no easy feat to keep her attention on one
specific thing for that long. She was singing along, and dancing in her seat. When
the credits rolled, she said “That was great,”
later adding: “I really loved the movie.” She
kept singing and dancing that afternoon as
she played the Rio 2 games featured in the
movie’s official website.
After I played her some clips from the
movie I found on the web, she said: “Daddy,
I wish I could see the whole movie again.”
And today, as I was writing this review, she
was peeking over my shoulder. When I asked
her for an official comment, she said: “It was
really great. It was also real funny.” So, I’d say
my daughter approves of this movie.
My wife and I had fun too. I found myself laughing out at several points, and there
was a smile in my face throughout the whole
thing. Surely with adults in mind, the script
is thoroughly ‘punched’ with clever jokes
that will be enjoyable by parents, including several brilliant jabs at modern life in
general and GPS navigation in particular (a
timely “Recalculating” made the whole theater break in laughter).
Possibly due to my new sunny disposition, my favorite character in the whole
movie was the tiny Gabi, whose psychopathic tendencies and soft-mannered killer

instinct blended magically with her impossible love for Nigel. Her love song for the
cockatoo (Kristin Chenoweth has a fantastic
voice) is an instant classic.
The film is a visual extravaganza. As a
computer buff, I can’t help but marvel at the
quality achieved by computer animation.
The textures are just breathtaking: the beaks
and feathers of the birds, the translucent
skin of the frog, and the leaves trees in the
forest, have a flawless, photorealistic quality to them that makes it evident this movie
was a work of love. The 3D is used to great
effect in panoramic views of Rio de Janeiro,
so majestic and colorful they reminded me
of Ratatouille’s Paris shots.
The 3D also adds immensely to the experience of the Amazonian jungle (in particular, a scene involving a small canoe and
a waterfall) and to the choreography of the
birds, which is just jaw-dropping. And the
music! The music is the soul of the movie.
The cast features several top-notch musicians, including Bruno Mars, and their
talents are put to good use, to such an extent that I would even call Rio 2 a musical
comedy.
The film’s only flaw in my eyes was the
use of the bulldog character, Luiz (Tracy
Morgan), whose excessive and viscous salivation is as gratuitous as it is annoying. Luiz

HHHHH
Rio 2
Directed by Carlos Saldanha
Starring Jesse Eisenberg
and Anne Hathaway
Rated G
Now Playing

is a legacy from the first Rio movie. This
character added nothing and in fact, subtracted a lot from an otherwise perfect experience. Oh, and I still do not like the soda cap
hat worn by the little yellow bird, and I am
not — and have never been — a big fan of
George Lopez.
Nevertheless, Rio 2 is — in my opinion —
the best thing to come from Blue Sky Studios
so far. I will be really surprised if this movie
is not nominated for an Oscar for best animated movie, and maybe also for best song.
I strongly recommend it, and I am looking
forward to Rio 3 already.

Courtesy of Blue Sky STUDIOS

Eduardo (Andy Garcia) shows his daughter Jewel (Anne Hathaway) and his three grandkids Carla (Rachel Crow), Bia (Amandla Stenberg), and Tiago (Pierce Gangon),
the wonders of Amazon.
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Nathan Barton, Pittsburgh PA, Physics
Matthew Khoury, Dallas TX, Electrical Engineering (potential major)
What’s been your favorite part of CPW?
“Probably just meeting people, getting to know new prefrosh, and just being welcomed by
everybody.”
What are you most looking forward to this weekend?
“Probably the Energy Initiative Open House.”

Tal Scully, Brookline MA, Chemistry
What’s been your favorite part about CPW so far?
“I really enjoyed the make-your-own-sushi dinner at pika.”
What is your impression of MIT so far?
“MIT seems like such a friendly and fun place. Everybody is very, very smart, but that’s not what
defines them. [MIT] has a lot of character and every dorm, every place I’ve been in has its own
personality.”

Cathryn Hart, Charlestown MA, Chemical Engineering
Favorite part about CPW?
“I went to practice with the women’s basketball team and that was really great. A lot of cool
people.”
What is your impression of MIT?
“It’s a great place with a lot of diversity. Everyone seems really cool.”

CPW

Where are you staying and how do you like it so far?
“I’m staying in East Campus and the dorm’s pretty nice. It looks like a pretty fun
place to be. I like how there are a lot of murals and paintings on all the walls and
dorm.”
How are you finding CPW so far?
“It’s amazing how much of these events are student-organized, and run by the
students themselves, which I think is pretty cool.”
What is your impression of MIT?
“I like the fact that all the corridors are inside so I don’t have to be out in the cold
in the wintertime. The campus just feels like a pretty fun place to be.”

Campus Preview Weekend

Stacy Ho, Plano TX, Computer Science
What’s been your favorite part about CPW?
“The number of the events there are, and how everything has been hosted by its students.”
What’s your impression of MIT?
“Really nice and down-to-earth, and all interested in a lot of different things even though everyone
likes science and math.”

The Tech interviews Class of 2018 admits
Interviews by Kath Xu and Photography by Tami Forrester

Drüch Green, Bryan TX, Aerospace Engineering
How are you finding CPW so far?
“It’s awesome. I just ate nitrogen ice cream. It was fun.”
What are you looking forward to most this weekend?
“I’m looking forward to Firehose. I want to go to the Firehose: Math Until We Die tonight.”
What’s your impression of MIT?
“It’s crazy. People are nice, nerdy. It’s more diverse than I thought it’d be — it’s not just math and science-focused.”

Juan Romero, Folsom CA, Mechanical Engineering
Valerie Huynh, Dallas TX, Economics
How are you finding CPW?
“It’s a really good experience. I love how there are so many events for you to try. Most
college preview weekends are pretty traditional, but this one really goes out of the box.”
What’s been your favorite part about CPW?
“I must say the free food and the people I’ve met so far. The free food’s a plus.”
What’s been your impression of MIT?
“I really like MIT. Right now I’m still deciding, but so far it’s given me a very positive impression of the school and I’m pretty sure CPW might just sway me to actually become a
beaver next year.”

Sydney Volanski, Houston TX, Computer Science
How are you finding CPW?
“Oh, I love it so far. It’s just great because I’ve never visited MIT before, so it’s a really great experience. I’ve always heard that it’s really the people that make the school and now I can see why. Everyone is just so excited to be at MIT.”
What’s been your impression of MIT?
“Awesome. I’ve already committed, so I know I want to go here, but this has made me know that I’ve
made the right decision.”

Olivia Zhao, Overland Park KS, Chemistry
What are you most looking forward to this weekend?
“Tomorrow I’m planning on going in and sitting in on some classes, which is something I haven’t
actually experienced before so it’ll be new and I’m looking forward to it.”
What do you think of MIT so far?
“Well, of course I love it so far. Yeah, I would definitely love to come here. CPW’s made a good impression so far, don’t worry about that.”

How are you finding CPW so far?
“CPW is actually pretty amazing… Usually when you put two people together who
don’t know each other, they have no idea what to say and just stand there awkwardly.
But here there are things like ‘Where are you from? How’d you get here? How was
your flight? What time did you arrive? How are you liking Boston? Where are you
staying?’ — things like that. There are so many things you can just ask to start a conversation because the questions just come right off the bat and then you can get to
know people.”
What’s been your impression of MIT?”
“I think it’s mostly a kind of atmosphere thing. I see a lot of pride and enthusiasm out
of everyone here, and I really like that about it.”
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Independent salary
report ranks MIT
tenth nationwide
On average, female full professors
at Institute earn 0.1 percent more
than their male counterparts do
Salary, from Page 1
ford University came in second and
Harvard University third, paying average annual salaries of $263,900 and
$262,300, respectively.
Provost Martin A. Schmidt PhD
’88 warned against comparing salary
data from different institutions, writing in an email that “salary comparisons made in the aggregate across
institutions can be somewhat misleading, given that not all institutions
house the same disciplines.” Eight
of the top nine schools in the survey
have medical schools, he pointed
out.

For comparison,
female professors
at Caltech earn
only 90.8 percent
of what the male
professors earn. At
Harvard, women
earn 91.6 percent.
Comparing faculty salaries by
gender reveals that the gender paygap is smaller at MIT than at its peer
institutions. Female MIT full professors make 0.1 percent more on average than their male counterparts.

For comparison, female professors
at Caltech earn only 90.8 percent as
much as their male counterparts. At
Harvard, this value is 91.6 percent.
The report criticized the increase
in administrative positions across
the country. “As this report has argued for many years, the academic
mission of teaching and research
should be the core of what colleges
do, and decisions about spending
should reflect a focus on this core
mission,” it read.
Citing data that show that budgets for instruction and research
have decreased relative to student
services and institutional support,
the report argues that institutions
may not be prioritizing teaching and
research.
“Increasingly, institutions of
higher education have lost their
focus on the academic activities at
the core of their mission. Spending on administrative and support
positions has continued unabated
in the two decades,” the report
writes.
MIT may be an exception. According to the preliminary report
of the Task Force on the Future of
MIT Education, the ratio of administrators to faculty remained relatively constant from 1981 to 2011.
In 1981, there were 4.2 employees
in administrative roles per faculty
member. In 2011, the figure was 4.3.

Coop Student Board of Directors

Election Update
The following student Coop members are candidates for the
Board of Directors for the 2014–2015 academic year.

com

.t
www

op.
heco

MIT Undergraduate Students:
Emma Kane, 2015
David McClelland, 2015
Eric Ruleman, 2016
Victoria Stivanello, 2016
MIT Graduate Students:
Laura Diamond, MBA, 2015
Harvard Undergraduate Students:
Hunter Fortney, 2015
Monika Lutz, 2015
Irfan Mahmud, 2016
Vincent Ong, 2017
Neil Purdy, 2017
Madeleine Smith, 2016
Peter Wu, 2016
Harvard Graduate Students:
Payal Agrawal Divakaran, MBA, 2015
Oliver Hauser, PhD, 2016

Voting Deadline is
Thursday, April 24
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SPERM DONORS
Earn up to
per month
Invest minimal time
Make a real difference in the lives of families
Receive free health and genetic screenings

APPLY ONLINE:

SPERMBANK.com
- convenient Cambridge location

Sunday, Apr. 20th
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‘Gospel of Jesus’ Wife’ papyrus found authentic
MIT chemistry professor Timothy M. Swager asked to check validity of papyrus ink
By Laurie Goodstein
The New York Times

A faded fragment of papyrus
known as the “Gospel of Jesus’s
Wife,” which caused an uproar
when unveiled by a Harvard Divinity School historian in 2012, has been
tested by scientists who conclude in
a journal published Thursday that
the ink and papyrus are very likely
ancient, and not a modern forgery.
Skepticism about the tiny scrap
of papyrus has been fierce because
it contained a phrase never before
seen in any piece of Scripture: “Jesus
said to them, ‘My wife…’ ” Too convenient for some, it also contained
the words “she will be able to be
my disciple,” a clause that inflamed
the debate in some churches over
whether women should be allowed
to be priests.
The papyrus fragment has now
been analyzed by professors of electrical engineering, chemistry and
biology at Columbia University,
Harvard University and the Mas-

sachusetts Institute of Technology,
who reported that it resembles other
ancient papyri from the fourth to the
eighth centuries. (Scientists at the
University of Arizona, who dated
the fragment to centuries before the
birth of Jesus, concluded that their
results were unreliable.)
The test results do not prove that
Jesus had a wife or disciples who
were women, only that the fragment
is more likely a snippet from an ancient manuscript than a fake, the
scholars agree.
Karen L. King, the historian at
Harvard Divinity School who gave
the papyrus its name and fame, has
said all along that it should not be
regarded as evidence that Jesus married, only that early Christians were
actively discussing celibacy, sex,
marriage and discipleship.
“I took very seriously the comments of such a wide range of people that it might be a forgery,” King
said in an interview this week. She
said she is now very confident it is
genuine.

“When you have all the evidence
pointing in one direction, it doesn’t
make it 100 percent, but history is
not a place where 100 percent is a
common thing,” King said.
The new information may not
convince those scholars and bloggers who say the text is the work of
a rather sloppy forger keen to influence contemporary debates.
The Harvard Theological Review,
which is publishing King’s long-delayed, peer-reviewed paper online
Thursday, is also publishing a rebuttal by Leo Depuydt, a professor
of Egyptology at Brown University,
who declares the fragment so patently fake that it “seems ripe for a
Monty Python sketch.”
King presented the fragment
with fanfare at a conference in Rome
in September 2012, but was besieged
by criticism because the content was
controversial, the lettering was suspiciously splotchy, the grammar was
poor, its provenance was uncertain,
its owner insisted on anonymity and
its ink had not been tested.

An editorial in the Vatican’s
newspaper also declared it a fake.
New Testament scholars claimed the
text referred to the “bride of Christ,”
which is the church — an interpretation King said was entirely possible.
It is very unusual to test the ink
and papyrus of a fragment so small
— this one is 4 by 8 centimeters —
because it can damage the item,
papyrologists say. The authenticity
and dates of other famous fragments
were determined by paleographers
examining the handwriting.
The “Jesus’s Wife” papyrus was
analyzed at Columbia University
using micro-Raman spectroscopy
to determine the chemical composition of the ink. James T. Yardley, a
professor of electrical engineering,
said in an interview that the carbon
black ink on this fragment was “perfectly consistent with another 35 or
40 manuscripts that we’ve looked
at,” that date from 400 B.C. to A.D.
700 or 800.
At MIT’s Center for Materials
Science and Engineering, Timo-

thy M. Swager, a chemistry professor, and two students used infrared
spectroscopy to determine whether
the ink showed any variations or
inconsistencies.
“The main thing was to see, did
somebody doctor this up?” Swager
said in an interview. “And there is
absolutely no evidence for that. It
would have been extremely difficult,
if not impossible.”
However, Depuydt, the Egyptologist at Brown University, said testing
the fragment was irrelevant and that
he saw “no need to inspect it.”
A forger could easily create carbon black ink by mixing candle soot
and oil, he said: “An undergraduate
student with one semester of Coptic
can make a reed pen and start drawing lines.”
But the scientists say that modern carbon black ink looks very different under their instruments.
And King said that her “big disappointment” is that so far, the story
of the fragment has focused on forgery, not on history.

Bose is pleased to offer special
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A caring community passionate about connecting
people to Jesus Christ

CPW Events
Christian Life at MIT
& Scrumptious Desserts
Friday @ 8 PM, Lobdell
2nd ﬂoor, Student Center
Awesome worship with the
Cru band, and student
stories about faith at MIT.
Desserts at 8pm, program
starts at 8:30pm

Piles of Pancakes &
Brunch Greatness
Saturday, 10 AM - 12 PM
Coffee House
3rd ﬂoor, Student Center

Swing & Wings &
Other Things
Saturday, 8 PM - 10 PM
Lobby 13 (Building 13)

Swing dancing, tasty wings,
and games and other nondancing options.

(walk down inﬁnite Corridor, turn left at Lobby 10)

Church Search

Sunday, 9am - 10am
Mezzanine Lounge
3rd ﬂoor, Student Center
Visit mitcru.com for exact
leaving times for churches.

mitcru.com
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Council

plans to
 
 
increase
 
visibility  

Aims to support
grad students’ 

families at MIT
GSC, from Page 1
is desire from the graduate students
to meet people from other departments,” Bellei said, citing survey
responses. Part of what makes that
difficult, he said, is the fact that less
than 40 percent of graduate students
live on campus.
The officers said they hoped to
increase “engagement” by working
to fund student groups, publicizing
events, and increasing the visibility
and online presence of the GSC.
Even when they do live on campus, Ardakani said, “it’s really hard
to get everybody in the dorm to get
engaged.”
Nowocin said that many graduate students wanted to live in oncampus dorms. He praised a “resonant” report of a provost-appointed
Institute working group that recommended 500 to 600 additional beds
in graduate housing at MIT.
“I think that families are particularly vulnerable,” Aakre said,
“because if you have a spouse, for
example, who isn’t working [and is]
staying home with the kids, finding
a two-bedroom apartment in Cambridge and affording it on the graduate stipend is incredibly difficult.”
To support graduate-student
families, the officers said they wanted to continue programs like the
backup childcare fund and “Families
101” panel at the graduate orientation, which is organized by the GSC.
In a statement, Nowocin also
said he wanted to see graduate student input in decisions related to
MIT 2030 (MIT’s campus development “framework”), MITx (an online education platform), student
conduct policies, and the “new legal
resource for student innovators” that
President L. Rafael Reif promised in
February.
The officers also said they hoped
to continue the GSC’s collaborations
with other groups at MIT, such as the
Office of the Dean for Graduate Education, the MIT Public Service Center, the MIT Work-Life Center, and
the Undergraduate Association.
Nowocin, Aakre, Bellei, and Ardakani have all held various positions in the GSC before.
The Tech has reached out to current GSC president Caleb J. Waugh G
for comment.
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CI-H, from Page 1
ter June 16, students may still
delete their primary and alternative choices or change
their waitlist options. New
freshmen, transfer students,
and students returning from
leaves can make their CI-H/
HW selections after meeting
with their advisors during
the orientation period (August 25-28). Schedules and
waitlists will be published
on August 29. Students will
be able to see which classes
still have openings, as well as
their positions on the waitlists at this time.
This process will ensure
that students will know
which CI-H/HW subjects
they are enrolled in before
classes begin. The online
waitlists also remove the
need for students to attend
several classes to find openings in other subjects at the
beginning of the semester.
Dean Freeman has advised that students set up
meetings with their advisors before June 16 to discuss their CI-H/HW subject
selections.
 —Patricia Z. Dominguez

GREAT IDEAS CHANGE THE WORLD

Teaching Excellence
Levitan Award for
Excellence in Teaching
Who’s your best SHASS teacher?
You can reward a great professor, instructor,
or TA with the Levitan Award for Excellence
in Teaching.

Nominating is easy
Email shass-teaching-award@mit.edu
by April 13. All non-visiting teachers in
SHASS subjects are eligible (undergraduate
and graduate faculty, lecturers, and TAs).
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Comments on: teaching effectiveness,
approachability, responsiveness to
student progress, and impact

Nominate by April 13
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Is current NHL point system hurting the game?
Current system encourages teams to play conservatively, slowing pace dramatically
By Siva Nagarajan

A brief history of the
National Hockey League
Pre-1983: All games were worth
2 points. There was no overtime,
and the winner of each game got
both points. If a tie resulted, the
teams would split the points.
’83–’84 to ‘98–’99: All games
were worth 2 points. There was a
five-minute OT, and the winner of
each game got both points. If a tie
resulted at the end of overtime, the
teams would split the points.
’99-’00 to ’03-’04: Same rules
in-game, but now an overtime loss
got one point, so some games were
worth three points.
’04-’05: Work stoppage due to
labor dispute.
’05-’06 onwards: In order to
raise interest following the lockout season, the NHL instituted
the shootout, and now all games
have a winner. This guarantees that
all games that are tied at the end
of regulation will be three-point
games.
Winner: 2 points
Regulation loser: 0 points
Overtime or shootout loser: 1
point (“the loser point”)

The problem with the loser
point
From 1999 to 2004, no more

than 13 percent of the games
played in a season were three-point
games, but from 2005 onwards,
at least 22 percent of the games
each year have gone to overtime
and thus have become three-point
games. Not only does this cause an
imbalance where almost a quarter
of all games are counting 50 percent more in the standings, but it
also decreases the excitement in
regulation if the game is tied with
little time left. Both teams are content just to pass the puck around
without going on a major offensive
to try to score because such an attack may leave them vulnerable
defensively. Each team would still
like to win the game, but is trying
to guarantee itself at least 1 point in
case of a loss by forcing overtime.
This becomes especially apparent in the month of April, when
teams with slim playoff leads in
the standings are trying to guarantee themselves at least 1 point
from every game to hang on to
these leads. Since 2005, 47.8 percent more close April games have
gone to overtime than have close
October games. Over the last few
games of this season, expect Boston, Philadelphia, Detroit, and
Columbus games to have a greater
likelihood of going into overtime,
as these teams are holding slim
leads in various playoff seed races.

It may be argued that this problem also existed in the ’99-’04 era
when the three-point system was
first introduced. This quite simply
is not true because there was still
a sense of urgency to try to win
near the end of regulation because
time was running out to win the
game at all. Overtime was only 5
minutes long, and at the end of
that the game would end without a
winner, unlike now when it goes to
a shootout. Because of this, teams
continued to battle hard near the
end of regulation, knowing that
even if it did go to overtime, there
wouldn’t be much time to score
and win.
The introduction of the shootout has changed the dynamics of
regular season hockey by guaranteeing a winner and thus changing
strategy near the end of the game.
In fact, some teams may now employ shootout specialists such as
T.J. Oshie of the St. Louis Blues
for the very purpose of winning
in a shootout, and even in overtime may only be playing for the
shootout.
Because of this, I suggest implementing the Olympic point system in the NHL. In the Olympics,
all games still end with a winner,
so if the NHL implemented this
system it wouldn’t decrease the
excitement of the endgame for

fans, but all games are worth three
points. If the game ends in regulation, the winner gets all three
points, but if it ends in overtime or
a shootout, then the winner only
gets two points, and the loser gets
one point.
This way, not only do all games
count equally in the standings, but
teams also have an incentive to
score in regulation to get that third
point. By causing a difference between winning in regulation and
winning in overtime, the NHL will
have done its fans a huge favor
since teams will be less incentivized to hold off until overtime
to guarantee a minimum of one
point, as they do now. By trying
to guarantee this one point in the
case of a loss, they are penalized
by one point if they win, since they
will now only get two points rather
than the three they might have
earned in regulation.

General Managers’ thoughts
As an MIT student, I had the
fortune of being able to attend
the MIT Sloan Sports Analytics
Conference at the discounted student rate. It is a great event that I
would suggest every sports fan go
to. I had the opportunity to pose
my three-point idea to two GMs,
Donald Fishman of the Capitals
and Brian Burke of the Flames.

Fishman simply dismissed my
idea because “the two-point win’s
been in hockey forever,” but Burke
gave a more detailed dismissal
in which he explained that in the
English Premier League, it has
been shown that the proportion of
matches that ended in a draw has
not changed since the switch from
2 points for a win to 3 points for a
win in 1981.
I disagree with the validity of
Burke’s analogy because in the
English Premier League, teams are
trying to earn the most points in
the league to win, not place in the
top 16 to make playoffs, so the incentives for earning points aren’t
comparable. On top of that, there
is no overtime in soccer: it’s simply
3 points for a win and 1 point for a
draw, so there is no equivalent in
soccer to the hockey situation of
waiting until overtime to guarantee a point while still having the
opportunity to gain more.
Based on these two GMs’ reactions to my proposal, I think it
would be quite tough to change
what has been part of hockey for
so long, but given that it was less
than a decade ago when such
large changes as the addition of
the shootout were made, it may
not be so far in the future that
all NHL games are worth three
points.
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Engineers pull out victory, despite trailing by four with only eight minutes remaining
By Mindy Brauer
DAPER STAFF

Trailing by four with eight minutes left to play, MIT mounted a
5-1 run to force overtime where
freshman Hannah Levy (Yardley,
Pa.) scored the game-winning goal
as the Engineers defeated Wellesley College, 15-14, in a NEWMAC
women’s lacrosse game on Tuesday night. Kira M. Schott ‘16 led
all players with six goals as MIT
improved to 9-3 on the year and
2-2 in NEWMAC play. Meghan
Peterson paced the Blue (4-8, 1-3
NEWMAC) with four goals and
added two groundballs and two
draw controls.
Wellesley controlled the action for most of the first half as it
generated six unanswered goals,
three courtesy of Peterson, to hold
a commanding lead with 13:22 on

the clock. The Blue held the Engineers to four shots until Isabella D.
DiDio ‘16 put them on the board
at the 9:43 mark and then MIT followed with a free-position strike
by Erica C. Du ‘14 in span of 36
seconds. The hosts cut their deficit
in half with 6:30 to go when Devin
Williams caused a turnover on a
Wellesley clearing attempt and
found Kristyn M. Berretta ‘16 who
sprinted directly to goal. The Engineers almost entered the break
down a goal, but two markers in
the frame were waved off due to
illegal sticks.
Levy narrowed the gap to two
(6-4) after 2:04 elapsed in the second half. Both sides went on to
trade goals as a free-position blast
by Wellesley freshman Nikki Sharkin gave her squad a 9-6 lead at the
21:37 mark. Schott responded by
burying three straight goals in the

next five minutes to tie the game.
Britt Mscisz and Claire Canty both
scored back-to-back goals to give
the Blue a 13-9 advantage with
8:08 left to play.
A solo effort by Levy just over a
minute later sparked MIT’s gameending run as Schott won the ensuing draw and found the back of
the net with 6:45 to go. After some
back-and-forth play, Levy brought
the Engineers within one (13-12)
with 2:27 remaining in regulation.
Wellesley gained some breathing
room on Chesley Hooker’s strike
with 57 seconds on the clock but
Schott scored twice, at 31 and
eight seconds, to send the game
into overtime.
MIT produced a pair shots
midway through the first threeminute session but they were off
the mark. Like its first possession
during overtime, Wellesley saw it

end with a turnover that was collected by DiDio and eventually
resulted in a goal by Levy with 18
seconds left.
After switching ends for the
next three-minute period, Peterson put a shot on net following 19
seconds of action but it was turned
away by goalie Stephanie A. Pavlick ‘17. Erin Kenney ‘14 collected
the groundball, helping set up an
MIT possession that lasted until
the Blue’s goalie, Wendy Nettleton, caused a turnover with 1:20
left to play. Sharkin attempted to
tie the game, however, her shot
sailed over the goal with 46 seconds on the clock. Wellesley’s last
charge came following Peterson’s
caused turnover with 22 ticks left
but the Engineers’ defense was
impenetrable down the stretch.
Levy finished with four goals
while DiDio tallied three goals,

five groundballs, and five draw
controls. Du added three groundballs as Kenney registered three
groundballs and two caused turnovers. Christine W. Jiang ‘16 posted four draw controls and three
groundballs while Pavlick made
six saves in the first start of her
career.
Mscisz recorded three goals
and one assist as Canty amassed
10 draw controls and three goals.
Hooker scored twice and chipped
in three groundballs while Sharkin had one goal, one assist, and
three draw controls. Mary Lemay
scored a goal in the Blue’s opening run as Nettleton racked up 11
saves.
Both squads continue NEWMAC play on Saturday, April 12.
MIT will visit Wheaton College
while Wellesley will host Emerson
College.

Men’s crew team
comes in second

MIT hosts Biglin Bowl Saturday
against Harvard and Dartmouth
By Charlotte Brackett
DAPER STAFF

MIT’s men’s lightweight crew
team traveled to California for the
San Diego Crew Classic, which
will take place from Friday, April 5
through Saturday, April 6. Tech entered just one boat in the event, a
Varsity 8, that fared well on the first
day of competition.
In the Men’s Collegiate Cal Cup
on Saturday, the Engineers finished
in second place with its time of
6:21.48, completing the course just a
second behind the University of San
Diego with its 6:20.44. Orange Coast
College took third in 6:24.50, Notre
Dame University was fourth with a
6:24.60 and Santa Clara University
finished in fifth in 6:31.89. Rounding out the heat were Loyola in sixth
place with a 6:45.33 and USC in seventh with a time of 6:47.95.

On Sunday, the Engineers competed in the Grand Final, finishing
in fourth place overall with a time
of 6:24.77. Completing the course
less than 10 second ahead of MIT
was Grand Valley State University
that took first in 6:14.31. The University of California Irvine finished
just over a second behind Tech in
fifth place with a 6:25.88.
Tech will host the Biglin Bowl
on Saturday, April 12, facing crews
from Harvard University and Dartmouth University.
Varsity 8 +
C Yoonjeong Kim ‘15
8 Thomas A. Altmann ‘15
7 Luke W. Koblan ‘15
6 David C. Danko ‘15
5 Mycal D. Tucker ‘14
4 Christopher P. Schlaepfer ‘15
3 Elezhan Zhakiya ‘16
2 Christopher M. Knapp ‘16
1 Johnathan Kongoletos ‘14

Sarah Liu—The Tech

Karly E. McLaughlin ‘15 swings during a softball game against Emerson College on Friday. MIT,
who had not played the Emerson team since 1999, won 5-1, and would go on to win the second
game of the double header 8-7.

Alexander C. Bost—The Tech

Martin J. Krasuski ‘17 leaps to spike the ball in the Engineers’ 3-0 win over Bard College last
Friday.

Upcoming Home Events
Friday, April 11
Baseball vs. Babson College

3:30 p.m., Briggs Field

Saturday, April 12
Sailing vs. Oberg Trophy
Alexander C. Bost—The Tech

Attacker Kristyn M. Berretta ’16 advances the ball against a
Wellesley defender in the Engineers’ come-from-behind 15-14
victory in overtime on Tuesday night.

Men’s Lightweight Crew vs. Biglin Bowl (vs. Harvard/Dartmouth)

10:30 a.m., Charles River
9 a.m., Charles River

Men’s Tennis vs. Clark University

1 p.m., DuPont Tennis Courts

Men’s Lacrosse vs. Lyndon State College

1 p.m., Steinbrenner Stadium

SportsSportsSportsSportsSportsSportsSportsSportsSportsSportsSportsSports

MIT field hockey team mounts comeback to win

Friday, April 11, 2014
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Say hello!
Come visit us!

Saturday, April 12
Open House

4:00PM – 6:00PM
Come visit our office after the activities midway!
Play Super Smash Bros, enjoy some warm
brownies and cake, check out our archives, and
learn about newspapers!

Like what you see?

We’re The Tech, MIT’s only newspaper, and
oldest student activity. Drop by our office in
W20-483 to chat and see our departments at
work, or email us at join@tech.mit.edu.

How do you get here?

Just go to the student center (W20), and head
up to the 4th floor. Follow the signs down
the hall, and when you see our banner,
you’re here!

Down the hall...
4th floor
We live here!

